
Early Photography in the Derwent Valley
In 1839 the Royal Acadamy announced the discovery of a method of obtaining paper images by the action of 
light on objects and from then on photographic technology developed rapidly. WH Fox Talbot having 1833 
started his research, patented in 1843 a calotype process the world’s first negative/positive technique for 
obtaining copies of photographic images using materials sensitised with silver iodide, then in 1842 published 
explanation of photographic techniques.  The following year this techique had spread north to Edinburgh 
where Hill and Adamson began to use calotypes for photography. Improvements of this calotype process 
quickly occurred throughout Europe most notably with the wet plate process and daguerrotypes which 
excited the public in the Great Exhibition of 1851. Photograps became a feature of the Crimean War of 
1857-60 and the American Civil War of 1862. 
In 1871 Dry Photographic Plates were invented and within a decade were mass produced and factory 
packed for distribution across the country to a growing fraternity of photographers. By 1886 techniques had 
been developed for combining text and photos in engravings which meant that by 1890 photographs started 
to supplant hand drawn illustrations in popular publications. Photographic equipment made vast strides the 
flash bulm being developed in 1893 and the cinema projector in 1899. Annual photographic conventions 
attracted huge numbers of photographers all keen to learn about new developments like this one in held in 
Newcastle in 1900. 

This photo show some well known local photographers Edgar Lee and Fred Park. Lee became famous for 
his informal Newcastle street scenes and the interior shot below illustrates how photographers developed 
their photographs at the turn of the century. Another photographer at the convention was Fred Park whose 
name would appear on some of the local field cameras in use throughout the NE. Missing though is the 
Mathew Auty, probably the greatest Tyneside photographer who had died 5 years previously. The Auty series 
of photographs however grew in stature when Hastings a printing firm bought up his collection of negatives 
and mass produced his images in the form of picture postcards to provide comprehensive coverage of North 
East scenes in Victorian times.



Around the mid 1890’s Mathew Auty must have visited Leadgate because postcards exist of Front Street 
with the famous Auty Series hallmark and although he died in 1895 Hastings a printing firm acquired his 
glass negatives and churned out coloured up versions into Edwardian times for sale.

          
In taking his photographs Auty possibly caught the attention of Billy Costello a local coal miner who lived 
close to the spot where these pictures were taken perhaps inspiring him to take up photography. Billy then in 
his thirties had recently given up football but kept a glass negative of himself dressed in his football kit which 
would turn out to be the earliest in a collection of about 90 later glass plate images of exceptional quality 
documenting Edwardian Derwentside.The majority of these are half plates taken on a mahogany and brass 
tripod based camera made by Thornton & Pickard considered by 1900 to be manufacturers of the best field 
cameras in the world. These should have been beyond the reach and expertise of working class men but for 
some inexplicable reason Billy acquired one and for a decade or more put it to use recording scenes both 
near and surprisingly far from his humble abode in West Street, Leadgate. Billy’s camera also has an ivory 
plaque denoting the name of the seller, a certain Fred Park of Collingwood St., Newcastle, presumably the 
photographer at the convention.
Billy acquired his field camera in about 1900 and by then Leadgate had a tradition of photography and the 
earliest photograph is said to date from about 1867 of Brooms school which from its founding seems to 
regularly have commissioned class photographs such as this one of girs of various ages in 1890. 

  

There are probably at least 5 major photography sources of early photographs related to Leadgate: Brooms 
School/Cuthbertson Collection, Leadgate Co-Op history, Beamish Leadgate Tip Collection, Costello 
Collection, and Ushaw Pontop/Crookhall archive. There were therefore a variety of possibilities for Billy to 
obtain help, training or commissions that would allow him to develop his photographic expertise. There are 
also surfacing odd edwardian photos with the photographer’s name like H Leatheard of 38 Bradley Cottages 
or Clegg the son of the Co-op manager.

In the nearby towns and villages of the Derwent Valley there were also many photographers plying their 
trade or practicing their hobby only a handful though that are now known to us. Contemporary photographers 
around Consett were W Lubock, G Nicholson, J H English, V Dunn & W Bainbridge. The latter had a shop in 
Castleside and issued photograph postcards.



W Bainbridge of Castleside was a talented artist and photographer who owned a tobacconist/newsagents at 
the crossroads who appears to have had a photographic sideline specialising in local views.

Lubock of Shotley Bridge was a schoolmaster whose hobby was photography

Nicholson of Blackhill was even 
earlier but little is known of him other than his negatives are preserved in the Beamish Leadgate Tip 
collection including this rare interior shot below stated to be Mat Making during the 1892 miners strike.

Venice Dunn had a photographic studio in 
Medomsley Rd, Consett with an enormeous out of formal ortariats like that above but he was also 
commissioned by Consett Iron Company, the town’s largest employer who also also allow photographers like 
JH English on their premises to photograph the workforce.. 

http://collections.beamish.org.uk/search-detail?item=NEG73962&query=Leadgate&searchType=archive&hiQuality=0&withPhotos=0&filterQuery=
http://collections.beamish.org.uk/search-detail?item=NEG73962&query=Leadgate&searchType=archive&hiQuality=0&withPhotos=0&filterQuery=


We know from Billy’s collection of press cuttings and notebooks that Billy 
was an avid follower of new technology so we can surmise that he 
became fully acquainted with the photographic processes of his day. By 
the late 19th Century the original wet process wherby glass plates 
captured images on light sensitive emulsion of silver salts were being 
superceded by pre-coated gelatin dry plates. These were the first 
photographic negatives that were mass produced and therefore within 
the price range of the working man. A photographer would place the 
dry plate in its wooden plate holder which would slot into the back of 
the camera, then slide the plate holder’s cover to uncover the dry plate. 
The lens would be uncovered for a variable time to expose the plates 
which by 1880 were so sensitive that less than a second was needed.The 
plate holder cover was then slid back over the plate and then removed ready 
for development in a dark room. Professional photographers like Edgar Lee 
(below) had their own bespoke darkrooms but Billy must have innovated his own in restricted space. His 
plate collection included the red boxes they came in with instructions that they be opened only in a Ruby 
Light and that each plates should not be dropped into developer but laid in a dry dish and Pyro developer 
poured over it in one sweep taking care the plate was well covered and time given allow detail density to be 
acquired and avoiding unnecessary exposure to light then washed after the required 
level of image detail before being bathed in a dish of fixing solution. We 
understand from Billy’s grandchildren that Billy’s negatives were developed in a 
cupboard under the stairs but unsure in the days before his house had 
electricity what sort of lamp Billy used. As a coal miner Billy was used to 
working in dark cramped spaces so maybe he filtered somehow his mining 
lamp to good effect. The developer recommended by the Paget Prize Plate 
Comapany was a solution of Pyrogallic & Citric acids with Sodium Sulphite, 
Ammmonia and Bromide. How Billy would have obtained these chemicals is 
unknown but his own photographs demonstrate he associated with other 
photographers so perhaps they shared resources between them. 



This photo below shows Billy had the prescence of mind to frame a scene of photographers facing each 
other and capture them for posterity against the backdrop of the long since gone but famous gatehouse at 
Black Hedley, Greenhead birthplace of the sculptor John Graham Lough. 

Many of Billy’s photos were of groups; football teams, field club outings, railway workers,etc. who possibly 
commissioned him, subsidising quite an expensive hobby otherwise unaffordable. Billy had been a very well 
known footballer with Leadgate Exiles most notably against local rivals Leadgate Park in the notorious riot 
match of 1890 before 4000 spectators. He was severely injured according to press cuttings In 1891 playing 
for a Durham FA district team when he was 29 and not reported therafter but his team continued to play the 
best in the region. Those managing local teams in the 1900’s therefore knew Billy well so were natural clients 
for photos like this below.



After football teams the most common type of group photograph Billy took was of his field club out on their 
rambles or excursions.  It is obvious however from the records left that Billy took his interest in geology  very 
seriously, collecting books and articles whilst associating with eminent academics on his field trips. These 
included Professor Lebour and Dr Woolacott of Durham University’s Armstrong College who published 
hundreds of books and articles on North East natural history. Their interest in coal probably led them to 
participate in field trips with a working miner. They maybe were at opposite ends of the spectrum but  shared 
a passion for local geology and must have had mutual respect for each other to bridge the social divide of 
the times. Lebour is presumably the distinguished looking bespectacled grey bearded character in  straw 
boater closely matching the adjoining portrait on display at The Mining Institute he was seccretary of. 



These field club excursions travelled quite long distances and this perhaps explains the geographical range 
of Billy’s photographs which were well beyond walking distance. In the period before WW1 motorised buses  
were operating in the Consett area and Billy may have travelled on charabancs like the one he photographed 
above in1911. The above photograph is known to have been printed on postcards, although it is not clear 
whether Costello printed them off himself or a printer acquired his image. Another Costello postcard image of 
a parade turning at Leadgate crossroads has also surfaced. At the time photographers were being 
commissioned by individuals and it is probable that postcard photographic card became cheap after 1902 
when The Post Office relaxed the rules on postcards allowing the divided back so billions were in production.


